The Reign of Heaven Society was founded by Frank O’Collins, a Jesuit priest who was also a scion of the Collins Bloodline Illuminati. He denounced the Roman Catholic Church as the “Roman Cult” and left a very privileged position in the Vatican as a result of his own research into the history and law and politics of the Church. Frank was, and perhaps is----he vanished some time ago and nobody knows where he is, whether he is alive or dead----one of the most brilliant scholars of this or any other generation, and certainly one of the most generous and courageous in sharing his knowledge. He ferreted out information that makes Edward Snowden’s revelations pale by comparison and shared it on his websites. He systematically exposed the corruption and the self-interested venal practices of the Roman Catholic Church as opposed to the Universal Catholic Church, and explained in detail the odd hybrid that the Roman Catholic Church became under Constantine and the editing pen of St. Jerome. The Roman Catholic Church is in fact an amalgamation of both Christian and pagan Satanic practices of the Ancient Sumerians, and uses both The Truth and The Lie to gain and retain and exercise power. Thus, like the society it spawns, the Roman Catholic Church is an institution at perpetual war.

Frank also realized that the schism between Eastern Orthodoxy and the Roman Church was far more than a difference of details or dogma, and was actually because--- as the Eastern Patriarch claimed—the Roman Church rewrote history to suit itself without regard for the truth.

Betrayed by what he had given his life to, Frank sought to correct the record and to declare peace--- put an end to the perpetual war between Good and Evil by recognizing that it is all part of the same whole, ruled over by the One Eternal Magnum Mysterium.

In Frank’s research, the only reason Lucifer and his minions are allowed to exist is to test the rest of us. That being so, why should the Test Administrator be condemned or any eternal “war” exist? Why not just declare peace with Lucifer, recognize what the condition of our world is, and be done with it? So that’s what Frank did. He declared peace with Lucifer and the entire demonic realm.

His other major effort, equally controversial, was to create an entire codex of new law governing everything from the time standard (UCT) to the handling of petty disputes and the establishment of a “heavenly jural assembly” ---- the Reign of Heaven Society---- to adjudicate absolutely everything down to the proper conduct of dog training.
To become a member, one had to sign away their soul and agree to the Peace Treaty with Lucifer and the entire contract of new laws and standards, the Pactum Singularis, created by Frank O'Collins.

Membership in this elitist group was cut off by a certain date and time---- the onset of Winter Solstice in 2012, I believe, was the last moment to reserve your place in this organization as a full member. Everyone else was from then on to be considered a lesser being and condemned to either ignorance or subjugation or both.

Having learned the ugly secrets of one elitist, arrogant, oppressive, secretive hierarchy, Frank’s answer was to create his own elitist, arrogant, oppressive, secretive hierarchy to replace the one he left behind. Frank was so indoctrinated in the Jesuit mindset that he couldn’t imagine anything else.

I read the entire One Heaven website back in 2011 and thought about it, but I couldn’t stomach it. I very much appreciate Frank’s scholarship and his yearning for justice and peace, but his answer----the Reign of Heaven Jural Society--- can never pass muster with me.

I believe that the only True Judge is my Lord and that the Mercy Seat of God is my inheritance. I believe that the people of this country’s land jurisdiction are owed their own jural assemblies and their own conscience and freewill, their own national law, without any nods or winks to the Reign of Heaven Jural Society.

I don’t believe that it is in my place, or Frank O’Collins’, to declare any peace with Lucifer.

The Victor is the only one who can declare the peace, and as Lucifer hasn’t won, neither he nor his minions are in any position to say anything about the terms or conditions. So far as I know, their only option is to repent or be utterly condemned, and no earthbound assembly has anything to say about it.

A year or so after I had absorbed the information on Frank’s websites, and decided against joining the Reign of Heaven Society, they became involved with another group led by Keith Livingway – the organization calling itself “The United States of America”.

When, how, or why the Reign of Heaven (Jural) Society got involved with “The United States of America” group, I don’t know. What I do know is that Frank O’Collins disappeared and the whole thing has the smell and appearance of a Palace Coup---- I have to assume that the Jesuits struck back, co-opted the organization Frank built, and then associated it with another organization that had a claim--- however slim and specious—to give the Reign of Heavens group a basis for political power aspirations.

Keith Livingway has for some years labored under the delusion that he “captured” the office of the Trustee of the land jurisdiction of the United States by placing a “Claim on Abandonment” on it during bankruptcy proceedings of The United States of America, Inc. formed in 1868. The office he claims to own is “Postmaster General”--- a corporate office that never existed until after the Civil War, and not associated with the unincorporated office known as “United States Post Master” that Benjamin Franklin occupied as Trustee of the land jurisdiction of the United States. Another “deceptively similar names” fraud scheme is what I see in Keith Livingway’s claim, and when I tried to inform Mr. Livingway of my concerns, all he could do was snarl and snap and go silent. I take it from that that he doesn’t have any answers nor any valid claim to authority.

The entire jurisdictional scheme splitting up the earth into “air, land, and sea” has been created by, administered by and enforced by the Roman Catholic Church. Period.

The Trustees of air, land, and sea are appointed directly and only by the Pope.
Trying to claim that you are the Trustee of the land jurisdiction of the United States without an appointment by the Pope is like trying to claim that you are King David without a circumcision. I sympathize with all those who are genuinely confused, and condemn all those who are not confused but nonetheless trying to take advantage of the situation. So far as I know, the only man holding an office competent to claim control of the office of the United States Post Master is James Thomas McBride. To the best of my knowledge and belief, Pope Benedict XVI duly appointed James Thomas McBride to act as Post Master of North America, including Canada, the United States, and Mexico. In other words, Pope Benedict XVI created a new Regional Trustee Office in the existing system and granted Mr. McBride oversight, responsibility, and control of the land jurisdiction of all three North American countries, hoping to straighten out what has been called, “The Mess”.

At the same time, Pope Benedict XVI gave James Thomas McBride the Seal of St. Peter, otherwise known as the Seventh Seal, which controls the “storehouses of the Lord” and the use of which signals the return of Christ and the Latter Days in which the “storehouses of the Lord will be poured out”. The intent of this bequest was to enable Mr. McBride to access various Historic Trust accounts---- set aside by the Roman Catholic Church over the course of centuries to provide for a new economic system and plentiful relief to all those in need. Obviously, a new banking system and a new world financial system based on the Doctrine of Abundance instead of the same old fraud based on the Doctrine of Scarcity was not to the liking of those who have so ignobly profited themselves via the old system of control, judgment, and oppression enforced via poverty and physical deprivation.

The perpetrators of the vast fraud that has ensnared most of the world since WWII wasted no time in using their commercial mercenary thugs to bring false charges against Mr. McBride and then railroaded him through a kangaroo court trial in one of their private commercial tribunals asserting jurisdiction they never possessed in the first place. They literally stole the Seal of St. Peter and they imagine that as long as they have this exquisite object d’Art in their possession, they can prevent the release of the “storehouses of the Lord”. Hahahahahah!

This all goes to show just how childish, selfish, ignorant, and deluded these people really are. When Pope Benedict XVI gave the Seal of St. Peter to James Thomas McBride, the spiritual storehouses were emptied out: the Gift was Given. No power on Earth can stop it. No possession of any bauble in the material world can dictate the timing nor the outcome. It is certain as rain falling and wind blowing that the storehouses will empty of their earthly treasures to serve the true Children of God, and it is also as certain that the wrath of God against those who have abused and lied to and starved and enslaved his Children will not be stopped by anything but the most pure, most absolute, and most loving repentance by those responsible for the suffering of so many innocent people.

My advice to the Reign of Heaven (Jural) Society? Those who condemn shall be condemned. Those who set themselves on high will be brought low. I would waste no time in repenting any association with this organization. It has declared forgiveness to the Adversary which is not theirs to give. If you are found feasting with Lucifer and forgiving him and setting yourselves up as judges over the rest of humanity, what end can you possibly expect?

My advice to Keith Livingway and the rest of the party hearties trying to front themselves as “The United States of America”---- give it up. There are at least
three other organizations making the same claims, none of which hold water---- but at least two of which are more honest and far better funded. When it comes time and the American People are regrouped and organized, they will choose what services they want and they will also choose who will provide them. It won’t be left up to chance or circumstance or any backroom deals.

My further advice to The New Republic (aka “Le Neu Republique”) and “The United States of America” (in Costa Rica) and The Republic for the united States of America (RuSA) and “Unity States” as well---- if you do care two pennies for the welfare of this country and the rest of the world, make it your business to help the people of this country restore their lawful land jurisdiction government ----county by county, state by state. Then you will have shown some merit worthy of consideration.

Stop playing the same old tiresome non-disclosure and semantic deceit games, jostling around telling fairytales and trying to seize control of all those juicy federal contracts. The people who pay the bills have come home and they are going to have their say about who provides government services.
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